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Motor guide xi5-80fw/45

Xi5 Wireless Trolling Motor - Freshwater - Sonar/GPS - 80lbs-45-24V The Xi5 is designed to exceed today's discriminating customer expectations. It is designed to be reliable every day and durable in the long run. Unlike the competition, the Xi5 includes wireless capacity straight from the box, anglers can command the precise engine and
steering control from anywhere on the boat. A wireless pedal is standard with freshwater models. In addition, we make it stealthy quiet and soft-skinss. And you'll also see thoughtful details that make it safe and easy to use. Key status indicators of advantages at a glance The Xi5 uses LED lights on the controller so that the angulars can
quickly check the status of four key functions in any light condition. The battery power indicator uses different colored lights to show three levels of battery life in real time. Wireless pedal for precise control Our wireless pedal provides excellent motor control from anywhere on the boat. Intuitive, pro-style heel operation of the teeth controls
extremely quiet, precise and 50% faster steering than the competition. The digital variable speed control allows for exceptional low-speed trolling capability and longer runtime. State-of-the-art digital technology Our wireless pedal provides excellent motor control from anywhere on the boat. Our new Digital technology features durable
energy electronics that run cooler that are 50% more efficient. They also capture and store energy that is typically lost as heat. This improved efficiency means longer runtime and fewer battery loads. Digital speed control provides power, smoothly and incrementally, at the precise level required by the operator. Low profile support An
improved low profile mount is all about form and function. The base uses anodized aluminum to prevent corrosion. The hardware components are stainless steel throughout, including the connection that was built to be extra hard. The unique storage and deployment mechanism aligns and guides the engine to the stored position and
protects it in place. For added security, a secondary lock prevents unintentional deployment and potential damage. Sophisticated Steering Transmission Features - From its ball bearings that reduce friction and wear, to custom seals that keep water and dust out, to an extra-rigid support tube - the Xi5 steering transmission delivers reliable,
quiet and accurate performance. Fully protected electronics - High-efficiency electronics are fully encapsulated in a high-tech coating, making them immune to water and dust. There is also a protection circuit that prevents damage to the lower unit if the Stopped. Composite axis - The composite axis can take on any and all obstructions
that get in its way. It's going to double, but it's not going to break. That's why it's backed up with a lifetime warranty. WARNING: This product may expose you to chemicals that are known as the State of cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive damage. For more information, go to P65Warnings.ca.gov. Product : MOTORGUIDE
XI5-80FW 45 24V FP SNR GPS BOW MOUNT Manufacturer: Motorguide Manufacturer Part : 940800270 UPC : 022697940803 Product : MOTORGUIDE XI5-80FW 45 24V FP SNR GPS BOW MOUNT Designed to be reliable every day and durable over the long haul. Unlike the competition, the new Xi5 includes wireless capacity straight
from the box, so fishermen can command precise engine and steering control from anywhere on the boat. Led lights on the controller allow you to quickly check the status of four key functions in any light conditions, including On/Ready, On, Identify Active GPS, and Battery Status. The battery power indicator uses different colored lights to
show three levels of battery life in real time. Integrated Sonar Models (SNR): Uses built-in lowrance® 83/200kHz Dual Band transducers with pre-installed 7-Pin Lowrance connector. Adapter cables available for other sonar manufacturer monitors, including Garmin® and Humminbird®. GPS models: Pre-installed pinpoint GPS uses an
ultra-accurate GPS receiver and precision control algorithms for incredibly accurate performance. Controlled from a compact and easy-to-use remote control. Features include Anchor Hold to save/recall 8 locations, Heading Lock to maintain a compass position, Routes allows you to save/recall 8 routes of up to 4 miles each, and Cruise
Control to maintain GPS speed regardless of wind and current conditions. Ultra-quiet operation with precision gears, low friction bearings and tight adjustment components Precision steering with fast rotation speed and improved capability to provide fine adjustmentsEncapsulated concape, digital electronics improves reliability, increases
runtimeA better low-profile assembly with storage mechanism and deploymentThe composite shaft is supported by a life-long guaranteed wireless foot pedal included with the heel-to-foot operation, Variable speed control, momentary and more.2 years factory warranty Model: Xi5-80FW SNR GPS Volts: 24 Boost: 80 Shaft: 45 Speeds:
Variable : KMS Part# MOT 940800270 DMP Part# 28-7402 Supplier # 940800270 Only logged in to customers who purchased this product can leave a review. We detect any suspicious activity coming from your IP address and temporarily block it as a security precaution. Please check the box to tell us that you are human (sorry, no robot
is allowed). 940800270MOT-0187Xi5-80 Wireless Freshwater Bow Mount Trolling Motor c/ Pinpoint GPS &amp; SonarWireless Pedal/GPS Remote80 lb.45 in.24V$2,010.59 USDO Motor Wireless Trolling MotorGuide is built with wireless capacity ''right out of the box''' Anglers can command their precise control capabilities from anywhere
on the boat. The MotorGuide Xi5 Wireless Trolling Motor is stealthy quiet and mild lysed to put it on fish and keep it there. From above At the bottom, the MotorGuide Xi5 Wireless Trolling Motor is built with premium materials and robust components for the reliability and durability you expect from the MotorGuide.Main Advantages:Easy to
read LED panel - The Xi5 uses LED lights on the controller so anglers can quickly check the status of four key functions in any light condition. Power ON / System ReadyPropeller ONPinpoint GPS System ActiveBattery power indicator uses different colored lights to show three levels of battery life in real time. Wireless pedal for precise
control - The Xi5's wireless pedal provides excellent motor control from anywhere on the boat. Intuitive, pro-style heel operation of the teeth controls extremely quiet, precise and 50% faster steering than the competition. The digital variable speed control allows for exceptional low-speed trolling capability and longer runtime. New
Composite Axis - The new composite axis can take on any and all obstructions that get in your way. It's going to double, but it's not going to break. That's why it's backed up with a lifetime warranty. State-of-the-art Digital Technology - The Xi5 wireless pedal provides excellent motor control from anywhere on the boat. MotorGuide's new
Digital technology features durable energy electronics that run coolers that are 50% more efficient. They also capture and store energy that is typically lost as heat. This improved efficiency means longer runtime and fewer battery loads. Digital speed control provides power, smoothly and incrementally, at the precise level required by the
operator. Low profile support - An improved low profile mount is all about form and function. The base uses anodized aluminum to prevent corrosion. The hardware components are stainless steel throughout, including the connection that was built to be extra hard. The unique storage and deployment mechanism aligns and guides the
engine to the stored position and protects it in place. For added security, a secondary lock prevents unintentional deployment and potential damage. More Features and SpecificationsMotorGuide Xi5 Wireless Trolling Motor Features:Sophisticated Steering Transmission - From its ball bearings that reduce friction and wear, to custom seals
that keep water and dust out, to an extra-rigid shaft support tube, the Xi5 steering transmission delivers reliable, quiet and accurate performance. Fully protected electronics - High-efficiency electronics are fully encapsulated in a high-tech coating, making them immune to water and dust. There is also a protection circuit that prevents
damage to the lower unit if the bracket is still. New composite shaft - The new shaft can assume any and all obstructions that get in your way. It's going to double, but it's not going to break. That's why it's backed up with a lifetime warranty, comes equipped with a 2-blade propeller for maximum power and lack of power. There are no
questions or answers to this item. Show off your fishing gear fishing Please post images and videos of your fishing gear, clothing, catches and lifestyle photos in and out of the water. Let's see what you have to earn FREE gear! You can use #HookedOnTD or UPLOAD your image HERE to make it on our product pages or gallery. See

something you like? You can buy directly from the images we post when the equipment we sell is featured! In-Stockat TackleDirect - The item is available for shipping from our Egg Harbor Twp, NJ warehouse immediately. The last available known quantity is provided to the left of the In-Stock message. The item will usually be shipped on
the same business day if ordered by 14:00 ET, except that economy methods can be delayed, weekends excluded. * Available from our suppliers - The item is usually available in one of our suppliers' warehouses and can be shipped directly from them or first shipped to our facility to be fulfilled. The last available known quantity is
provided to the left of the In-Stock message. See the details Usually ships in X in the 2nd line of the status above, which are unique by brand and item. * More about wayto tackledirect- The item is currently not in stock but is on the way or available to us to order and ship from our warehouse or directly from a supplier, which will extend
your delivery time. See the details Usually ships in X in the 2nd line of the status above, which are unique by brand and item. * In Order Back at Our Suppliers - This item is currently in order and awaiting inventory from our suppliers and will be shipped upon availability on the first order, first to ship basis. The availability message will
provide an estimated arrival date, which can be unpredictable because vendors often change those forecast dates. LOW QTYat TackleDirect - The item has a low quantity available for shipping from our Egg Harbor Twp, NJ warehouse immediately. The last available known quantity is provided to the left of LOW QTY. The item will usually
be shipped on the same business day if ordered by 14:00 ET, except that the Economy method may be delayed, weekends excluded. * LOW QTYat Our Suppliers(s) - The item is available with a low quantity from our suppliers' warehouses and can be shipped directly from them or first shipped to our facility. The last available known
quantity is provided to the left of LOW QTY. See the details Usually ships in X in the 2nd line of the status above, which are unique by brand and item. * Please contact us - This is a special case item. Contact us first by phone, email or live chat for an estimate of availability. Pre-Order - This is a new order item or with an often
unpredictable delivery date. To book the next available item, please place your order and we will ship the item to you the same day it arrives at our warehouse on a first order, first to ship basis. * If the delivery time is critical and you need to be 100% sure that that Send an item immediately, please contact us first. We don't always know
the status of inventory in our warehouse or our suppliers until a product is ordered. Occasionally, we DO NOT have specific items available that indicate in-STOCK availability. Our inventory status indicators are updated in near real time, but are based on the latest known availability of specific items. If an item you order is not available, we
will notify you by email or phone. WARNING: This product may expose you to chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive damage. - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov find this item cheaper elsewhere? Give us a chance to match it with our simple TackleDirect Price Matching Promise. At
TackleDirect, we make every effort to provide our customers with the lowest prices up front, but many items are protected by manufacturers' minimum retail price contracts. However, we will match any price offered by any legitimate retailer with a physical brick and mortar address in the United States. We will do our best to accommodate
your request to serve Amazon, eBay, or eCommerce stores that do not maintain a physical United States address whenever possible. If you find a Brand New product identical to a lower advertised price that is in stock on another site that meets the above criteria, simply contact us via live chat, phone 888.354.7335, or email:
(sales@tackledirect.com) to complete your order. Order.
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